Current status in Shanghai SLR station
(Shanghai Astronomical Observatory, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 80 Nandan Road, Shanghai 200030, China)

Introduction: Since September 2009, Chinese SLR network, including Shanghai SLR station, imported pico-seconds kHz Laser system from PI Company of USA to perform routine SLR measurement and the laser measurement to space debris were successfully performed by using high pulse energy of laser system (1J@10Hz) from Spectrum Physics Company.

For promoting development and application of Chinese-made laser system in the field of high precise laser ranging to space objects, two sets of kHz repetition rate laser system with the pulse width of 20 pico-seconds, 100 pico-seconds and the power of 1W, 8W respectively and one set of 10kHz laser with the power of 5W and the pulse width of 30ps have been adopted to do measurement experiments for satellite laser ranging at Shanghai SLR station and the measurements to HEO satellites in daylight have been performed routinely and the single shot measuring precision and calibration is to center-meters and sub center-meters. For the 8W laser system, we have tried to measure space debris in order to check the measurement precision and characteristics of objects.

In addition the new set of less than 10ns pulse width 60W laser system at the frequency of 200Hz have been developed and used for space debris tracking and some measurement results have been obtained with excellent performance and reliability.
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